INTRODUCTION
Recently, Japanese law schools have adopted an American-based model of legal education.
3 As these Japanese law schools continue their development within this new model of legal education, increasing attention is not only being paid on what to teach within these schools, but perhaps more importantly, how to teach these courses. 4 Traditionally, Japanese universities have utilized lectures, and not much else, in conveying legal information to students. 5 Yet, a new generation of Japanese law professors, inspired by the new reform movement and increasing interactions with American and European colleagues, have begun the process of revolutionizing their law school curriculum and how it is taught. 6 In particular, the Japanese legal academy is interested in developing courses on alternative methods to expensive and time-consuming litigation practices and, as a result, have sought to place more emphasis on arbitration law. 7 Recognizing that arbitration law pedagogy may be vastly different than traditional teaching methodologies, Japanese law professors have sought insight into effective teaching techniques that their American legal colleagues have utilized. Importantly, the presentation of these lectures in Kobe caused me to face up to my own preconceived notions about arbitration and to reconsider the most effective ways in which to teach this challenging topic. 5 See Maxeiner & Yamanaka, supra note 2, at 309 ("In any given year there are approximately 45,000 undergraduates studying at nearly one hundred university law faculties within Japan. The first year of education is given over to general liberal arts courses. While classes in later years address law, they generally do so from a theoretical perspective and do not focus on case analysis. Law faculties typically provide large lecture classes and student participation is minimal."). One important difference between traditional Japanese and American legal education, however, is that in Japan would-be lawyers not only participate in academic education provided by universities, but also additionally in separate practical training provided by other institutions. See id. at 305-06. 6 See supra note 4. 7 See id. 8 See id.
The purpose of this paper, then, is two-fold: first, to establish the importance of teaching arbitration law in the American and Japanese law school classroom based on historical and recent events surrounding arbitration; and second, to discuss effective pedagogical methods for teaching arbitration law. In order to highlight the intricacies surrounding the teaching of arbitration law in particular areas and the importance of taking the time to establish effective pedagogical techniques in the arbitration milieu, a separate section of this paper is devoted to outlining the complex nature of labor and employment arbitration law in both the United States and Japan. Overall, my hope is that this exercise in exploring effective pedagogical techniques will spur both American and Japanese law professors to consider alternative methods when teaching this important and often-neglected form of dispute resolution.
The paper proceeds in the following four parts. Part I presents a concise history of the development of arbitration law in the United States and Japan. Part II explores the current status of arbitration law in the two countries. Part III examines labor and employment arbitration to highlight the complexity and significance of different areas of arbitration law. Finally, Part IV considers the proper placement of arbitration in the law school curriculum, the ideal instructors for arbitration law, the appropriate scope of the curriculum, and the pedagogical techniques by which arbitration should be taught.
I. THE HISTORY AND DEVELOPMENT OF ARBITRATION LAW
To reiterate, my larger point in this section is not to give a full-blown account of the American or Japanese history of arbitration, but merely to document how arbitration has developed into an important part of both American and Japanese legal culture.
A. The American Experience
Arbitration law 9 in the U.S. is three-tiered, consisting of federal arbitration law, international arbitration laws, and a basic domestic arbitration law for each state. 10 The first American state to adopt arbitration legislation was New York in the form of the New York Arbitration Act in 1920. 11 Under this legislation, the traditional hostility toward arbitration law was transformed into a general legal presumption favoring the enforceability of arbitration agreements. 12 Shortly thereafter, federal legislation based on the New York law was enacted in the form of the Federal Arbitration Act of 1925 (FAA). 13 Similarly, the FAA sought to change legal and judicial attitudes toward arbitration and has largely been successful in this regard.
14 Since that time, most states have adopted a closely-related version of the FAA, the Uniform 9 Although the purpose of this paper is not to discuss the substantive components of arbitration law, suffice it to say at this time that under the Federal Arbitration Act (FAA), 9 U.S.C. § § 1-16, and similar laws, arbitration agreements are contracts, subject to the same legal enforceability requirements which govern all other contracts. 
B. The Japanese Experience
Arbitration is becoming more prominent in Japan as well. 40 both America and Japan concerning arbitration, any Japanese or American attorney should have legal education and training in the arbitration process.
III. A STUDY IN COMPLEXITY: LABOR AND EMPLOYMENT ARBITRATION LAW
In order to underscore the challenge in teaching arbitration law in particular subject areas, as well as the import of thoroughly crafting effective pedagogical techniques in the arbitration milieu, this section is devoted to delineating the convoluted nature of labor and employment arbitration law in both the United States and Japan. The expectation is that this cursory overview will further illustrate the need for creative and considered pedagogical techniques for teaching this area of the law.
A. The American Experience
With very few exceptions, labor and employment arbitration occurs only because the parties have agreed to it as a means of resolving a dispute. 47 But aside from this general foundational point, there are critical differences between arbitration in the union context and the non-union context, which makes this area of the law a bona fide legal minefield. For instance, in the union context, the arbitration agreement is generally a clause that is part of a broader collective bargaining agreement (CBA). 48 Moreover, rather than applying the FAA to labor arbitration provisions in a CBA, Section 301 of the Taft-Hartley Amendments to the National Labor Relations Act (NLRA) applies instead.
49
Although the court will generally enforce arbitration provisions under Section 301, there are special rules that apply to union attempts to waive their members statutory rights through mandatory arbitration clauses. 50 For example, in 47 See supra note 9. 48 See WILLBORN ET AL., supra note 36, at 47. 49 See 29 U.S.C. § 185. 50 See WILLBORN ET AL., supra note 36, at 48. In the non-union context, one the other hand, the majority of American private workers are "at will" workers and thus, do not enjoy the benefit of employment contracts. 60 See Nakamura, supra note 44, at 6. 61 See Elbo, supra note 37, at 8. The phrase "Arasoi o mizu ni nagasu" -"Let the dispute flow to water" reflects the traditional Japanese view of labor dispute settlement. See id. at 2. That is, the object is to resolve the dispute as painlessly and amenably as possible, and allow the parties to return to good terms. See id. 62 Id. at 8. 63 See id. 64 See id. at 9.
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regardless of whether the business is union or non-unionized. 65 Third, is the Labor Tribunal System (LTS), which brings in a third party, the government, to attempt to resolve employment disputes. 66 Under the LTS, parties can choose between litigation and court arbitration, which allows for some flexibility in resolving disputes depending on the dispute's relevant characteristics. 67 Fourth, and most recently, under Law No. 112 of 2001, 68 Japan has set up more than 300 Comprehensive Labor-related Counseling Desks, a system of advice and guidance from the directors of the Prefectural Labor Bureaus, and a system through which Dispute Adjustment
Committees of scholars and experts can provide aid to help resolve labor disputes.
69
In short, the veritable maze of organizations, laws, and dispute resolution mechanisms that concern the resolution of individual labor disputes in Japan require that the Japanese law student be well grounded not only in arbitration law generally, but also in specific areas like labor and employment law which have developed their own dispute resolution lexicon outside of the new arbitration law. 65 Id. 66 See id. at 2; see also id. at 6-7 ("Under the LTS, a panel of arbitrators composed of one professional judge, one trade union representative, and one employer representative, all of whom have expert knowledge and experience in handling labor-management problems, must conduct a maximum of three sessions of hearings into a labor dispute and attempt to mediate when there is a prospect for settling the dispute."). The previous three sections have clearly highlighted both the importance and complexity of arbitration law in the United States and Japan. So, it can hardly be considered surprising that nearly all law schools in the United States cover arbitration law to some extent, whether through an Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) class or through a stand-alone arbitration course.
IV. PEDAGOGICAL METHODS FOR TEACHING ARBITRATION LAW

70
Arbitration concepts are also increasingly appearing in first year law courses such as civil procedure, contracts, and legal research and writing.
71
Having established the overriding importance of incorporating arbitration into American and Japanese law school curriculum, the following four subsections consider the optimal placement of arbitration law in the law school curriculum, the ideal instructor to teach such a curriculum, the appropriate scope of an arbitration curriculum, and finally, and I believe most crucially, the pedagogical method by which such courses should be taught.
A. The Optimal Placement of Arbitration in the Law School Curriculum
Legal educators often declare the formative significance of the first year of law study.
During include arbitration law is to assign a memo involving an issue relevant to arbitration such as arbitrability.
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Of course, arbitration also fits well in the upper-level law school curriculum. 81 Nevertheless, in ADR courses, arbitration may be overshadowed by conciliation, mediation, and negotiation. 82 Also, specialized courses such as labor arbitration and international arbitration, to the extent that they are offered, 83 tend to be low-enrollment courses not taken by most students. 84 Therefore, while appropriate for advanced students concentrating on specific types of arbitration, they are inadequate for providing the basic understanding of arbitration that all students should acquire. In this respect, arbitration is most effectively taught as a self-contained topic, not as an aspect of another doctrinal category. 85 Therefore, a course in general arbitration law is the optimal setting for instruction, though any coverage of arbitration is certainly better than none at all. 90 See Dutenhaver, supra note 86, at 726. 91 See id. at 727. 92 See id. Another option is utilizing guest lecturers or speakers. While full-time professors would teach classes, arbitrators and attorneys could occasionally be invited to speak to the class on specific issues. This allows students to benefit from the experiences of different professionals under the supervision of an experienced educator. See infra note 100.
B. The Ideal Instructor for an Arbitration Course
C. The Scope of an Effective Arbitration Curriculum
93
It is reasonable to assume that the average person will know very little about arbitration. The instructor should also stress that not all transactions are suited for arbitration, and not all forms of arbitration are relevant to all transactions. 98 Next, the role of the arbitrator or arbitrators should be covered, followed by a discussion of the characteristics, qualifications, and ethical duties of an arbitrator. Thereafter, the initiation of arbitration by demand and answer should be covered, as well as discovery and scheduling (emphasizing the limited nature of discovery). Finally, the arbitral hearing itself should be discussed with attention on:
presentation of cases, evidentiary rules (or lack there of), closing arguments and substitution of written briefs in place of personal appearance before an arbitral tribunal.
Additionally, special attention should be given to the arbitral award and the termination of proceedings. In discussing the arbitral award, the ability to limit potential awards should be tackled. Further discussion should include whether arbitrators are required to explain the reasoning behind their awards or give written opinions. Another important concern regarding arbitration deals with the limited judicial review given to arbitral awards. Discussion of this limited type of review should include enumeration of the relatively few circumstances under which judicial review will be granted.
Furthermore, no arbitration course would be complete without instructing students on drafting an arbitration clause. Emphasis should be placed on the drafter's ability to include provisions that benefit the particular client. The drafter's primary goal is to create (and in some cases negotiate) a clause that meets the client's needs and protects his interests. Drafters must remember to take full advantage of the flexibility provided by the arbitration process. 98 See Catherine Kessedjian, Educating Lawyers for Transnational Challenges, available at http://www.aals.org/ international2004/Papers/kessedjian.pdf (last modified April 7, 2004). For instance, it is essential to address the issue of whether a dispute is arbitrable and thus subject to arbitration. See WILLBORN ET AL., supra note 36, at 48.
Last, not only is it important to instruct students on various domestic arbitration models, but also on international arbitration models and specific models adopted by other countries.
Because arbitration allows parties to dictate the laws and rules governing their disputes, this latitude necessitates that lawyers be open to the advantages offered by the arbitral procedures of other jurisdictions, regardless of where they practice. In order to utilize these choices, attorneys must have a basic understanding of foreign procedures. The most common rules utilized in transnational arbitrations are those of the UNCITRAL, the International Chamber of Commerce, and the American Arbitration Association and some emphasis should be placed on each of these organizations.
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D. Effective Pedagogical Methods for Teaching Arbitration Law
This section divides potential teaching techniques into two broad, all-encompassing, categories: theory-centered methods and skill-centered methods. The theory-centered method focuses on modifying the traditional Socratic lecture format, along with applying other forms of theory-centered methods to teach arbitration law, while the skill-centered section primarily focuses on role-playing and different forms of cooperative learning.
Theory-Centered Methods
a. Lectures
The most obvious method of conveying the theories underlying arbitration law is through lecturing. 100 While students must learn the theories of arbitration law, simply presenting 99 See supra notes 16-17 and 42. students with this body of information, without more, is likely to be unproductive. In order to be academically challenged, students must become intellectually engaged with the information put before them. 101 To encourage engagement in lectures, teachers should stress the importance of asking questions in class. 102 Instructors should also urge students to write down questions that they think of in-between classes and present them during the next class. 103 When multiple students have questions, it may be most effective to take several questions at once.
104
This allows the professor to allocate more time to answering questions deemed most beneficial to the entire class. 105 In utilizing this strategy, it is important to approach students, whose questions may not have been fully covered, outside of class to follow-up. provisions. Many arbitration professors in America also utilize student-written discussion questions. 107 Assigning students to submit written discussion questions and corresponding answers requires students to analyze the material gleaned from lectures and assigned readings.
These questions can be used to promote class discussions, allowing other students to benefit from the insights of their classmates.
As part of this same approach, students can be assigned to keep arbitration journals. The purpose of requiring students to write journal entries is to assist students in reflecting on what they are learning and chart the progress of that learning. 108 If the teacher requires students to submit journal entries at intervals during the course, these entries may also provide the instructor with feedback on the learning that is occurring and the effectiveness of the teaching methodologies being used. 109 If the teacher does not require the submission of journal entries until the end of the course, the feedback provided can still be utilized in altering the methodologies for teaching the class in the future. Finally, another theory-centered strategy involves the traditional approach of assigning students to write a research paper. 115 The teacher can either suggest topics or allow the students to chose issues that particularly interest them. Potential topics may involve policy issues, sociological insights, or practical concerns implicated by arbitration. 116 For this assignment to be truly effect, instructors should require that these papers be based on outside research, not just the assigned reading for the course. 117 One way that the entire class can benefit from these research papers is by requiring the authors to give a presentation of their research. 118 These presentations can be given in a lecture format or they can include simulations or other interactive exercises.
119
Regardless, the important aspect of having students present their papers is that it gives them a 112 See Barkai, supra note 108. 113 See id. 114 See Sternlight, supra note 95. 115 Id. This teaching method can be very effective in giving students a thorough knowledge of subject material because it forces the students to spend a significant amount of time researching and considering the material. However, with this method, the majority of study takes place outside of the classroom, so it is should be combined with other methods. 116 See id. 117 See id. 118 See id. 119 Creative presentations, however, would more likely be effective in engaging the class in an interesting discussion.
chance to develop their oral advocacy and communications skills, an essential weapon in the arsenal of the complete lawyer.
Skill-Centered Methods
While a basic theoretical understanding of arbitration law is necessary, once such foundational knowledge is established it is also imperative to develop the student's practical skills as well. 120 The most effective way of refining skills is by allowing students to demonstrate these skills through interaction with their peers. 121 Id. There are generally three basic approaches in which students may interact with each other as they learn. First, (the approach which is currently dominant) the students may simply compete to see who is "best;" i.e., who can get the best grades, work the hardest, etc. Second, students can work individualistically towards a goal without paying attention to the other students. Third, however, students can work cooperatively with a vested interest in each other's learning as well as their own. This third method is known as "cooperative learning" and is discussed throughout this section. (1) students must learn the assigned material and ensure that all members of the group learn the assigned material ("positive interdependence"); (2) there must be promotive, face-to-face interaction in which individuals encourage and facilitate each other's efforts to achieve, complete tasks, and produce in order to reach the group's goals; (3) there must be personal responsibility and accountability through having the performance of each individual student assessed; (4) there must be emphasis on interpersonal skills by rewarding the use of social skills; and (5) students must engaging in "group processing" by reflecting on group sessions to clarify and improve the effectiveness of the members in contributing to the collaborative efforts to achieve the group's goals. See Johnson & Johnson, supra note 121.
begin by providing participating students with a script of facts tailored to their assigned roles.
125
A student or a team of students is assigned to represent each party in the arbitration. Students may also be assigned to take on the role of arbitrator.
126
Another alternative is to assign specific roles, and give "secret" instructions and goals.
Regardless of group size, this helps keep students interested in the project, while simultaneously giving them a more realistic view of how arbitration works in practice. The student should be instructed to strive to their utmost to achieve this goal during the course of the arbitration. The professor may additionally assign the students various goals with differing levels of importance.
This will demonstrate to the student how truly difficult it can be to attain the goals that their employer, union, or client want them to achieve, and can thus be a very effective teaching technique.
On the other hand, the "fish bowl" technique can be a powerful teaching tool for larger group of students. 127 Under the "fishbowl" technique, a small group of role players or actors play their roles in front of the rest of a larger classroom. 128 This is almost like watching a fish inside a bowl and is a good way for students not involved in the actual role play to observe the 125 See Pipkin, supra note 88, at 641. 126 See id.
proceedings from an objective or detached standpoint, from which they often may be able to more aptly recognize problems or learn good techniques.
129
An essential part of the "fish bowl" method is that the students (both those involved in the actual role play and those observing) must be able to reflect and discuss what they have seen.
When a professor sees something good or bad happening, or simply wants to take a moment to discuss what is happening in a role play activity, he may choose to "freeze frame" and open the class up for discussion. That is, he will tell the role players to stop where they are in the role play so that the class may reflect on what they have seen. This can be a very effective method of bringing role-playing to larger classes, and thus "spicing up" the normal lecture curriculum.
Regardless of the technique utilized, after the scenario is acted-out, feedback and reflection are essential. Teachers need to provide feedback on the techniques used during the simulation to emphasize good techniques and to discourage bad ones. Group debriefing allow students not only to learn from the experience but also to teach their fellow students. teachers to view the method as something "special," resulting in students allocating more time and effort to the exercises. 134 Also, students enjoy the break from traditional class routine and appreciate the social aspect of these exercises. 135 The student interaction afforded by simulations allows students the opportunity to become more familiar with their classmates and thus encourages them to be more diligent in their participation for the benefit of others as well as themselves. 136 Simulation exercises are also memorable, not only because they are entertaining or unusual but because they require both physical and mental activity, thus engaging the students' whole persons.
137
b.
Other Effective Skill-Centered Methods
Besides simulations and role-playing, other effective skill-centered methods exist. For example, the teacher may assign students to write arbitral opinions. The instructor gives students a simulation fact pattern, instructing them that as the arbitrators they are to write an award opinion. Emphasis should be placed on the ability to issue awards for one party, all parties, or no parties. This exercise can be effective for reviewing the duties of an arbitrator and the constraints (or lack there of) on there ability to issue awards. 138 Alternatively, students could be asked to write an arbitral brief on behalf of one side or the other of the dispute. The professor would give students a simulation fact pattern, instructing them that as the lawyers for one of the parties involved they are to write a brief that will replace the in-person arbitral hearing. 139 This 134 See id. at 640. 135 See id. at 641 136 See id. 137 See id.
138 For instance, one may examine the role that external law may play in the arbitrator's decision. 139 The fact pattern may even be the same simulation used for the arbitral award exercise described previously. exercise reviews the process of the arbitral hearing and reiterates that arbitrations can be conducted not only in person, but also by different forms of communication as well.
A further strategy that certainly will help students develop skills is holding moot arbitration competitions. While similar to classroom simulation exercises, the competitive nature of the moot replicates the burden to succeed for one's client in a true arbitration. 140 Recognizing the pressure to "win" for one's client is imperative, given the limited review of arbitral decisions.
These types of moot arbitration exercises could be accomplished through internationally linked classes of, for instance, Japanese and American law students. 141 Finally, observation of arbitral procedures during field trips is an indispensable part of a comprehensive arbitration education. Although it would be ideal for students to have the opportunity to witness live arbitral proceedings, not all students will be presented with this opportunity. 142 Therefore, it may be beneficial for students to watch videotapes of arbitral proceedings. Another benefit of these videos is that they can also be used in designing exam questions. 143 Through the use of video, students can be presented with realistic replications of situations likely to be faced in practice. 144 
CONCLUSION
Just as the process of arbitration is flexible, the law professor of arbitration law must be as well. 145 An instructor should modify the teaching methods utilized based on class dynamics and the educational needs of students. While all of the pedagogical methods presented in this paper are effective for teaching arbitration law to one degree or another, a professor should not confine himself or herself to one teaching method, but rather should combine the many different techniques in the way that most effectively allows students to learn and understand the material.
For instance, a professor could lay the groundwork for a role-playing exercise by utilizing lectures and guest speakers, along with field trips to an arbitration. Subsequently, cooperative learning, either of the traditional role-playing variety or fish-bowl kind for larger classes, could be utilized so that students may actively interact with other students and explore the nuances of arbitration law. Finally, the professor could assign students to write arbitral decisions, briefs, or research papers on facets of the simulation.
In short, an arbitration law professor should constantly evolve his or her teaching methods both to the material and to the students, utilizing what works the best, and discarding that which seems ineffective. Furthermore, because there are so many different types of learners, what might work well in one class or with one student may not work effectively (or at all) with a different class or student. Consequently, arbitration professors must remain vigilant at all times and continually strive to be as creative as possible in conveying the material as effectively as possible within the constraints of the academic environment.
In the end, even if the implementation of an effective arbitration curriculum will inevitably cause the conscientious professor to confront seemingly intractable issues and problems of pedagogy, thereby causing frustration and disappointment, ignoring arbitration law all together is no longer an option. Law students, as the leaders of tomorrow, will be instrumental in helping to resolve local, regional, national, and even international disputes. 146 It is essential, therefore, they be well practiced in this effective form of dispute resolution and its multifarious uses. In turn, this familiarization will breed respect for the arbitral process and lead to the promotion of arbitration as a valid, if not preferable, alternative to litigation. Under such circumstances, surely more future disputes, in both America and Japan, will flow readily to water.
